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Abstract—Multipath routing can offer various advantages for
wireless multihop networks. Among those advantages, in this
paper, we focus on an advantage of multipath routing for security
using the notion of information-theoretic security. We formulate
an optimization problem that maximizes the transmission rate
from a source node to a destination node with informationtheoretic security constraints to avoid eavesdropping that can be
carried out at some nodes within a wireless multihop network.
Binary erasure channel (BEC) modeling is employed to model
wireless links that suffer from fading and interference. It is
shown that the proposed throughput maximization problem is a
linear optimization problem and the optimal rate allocation can
be found by standard optimization techniques. We also study
performance analysis including an asymptotic analysis to see
whether or not multipath routing (with equal rate allocation)
could be secure in terms of an information-theoretic security
point of view. Through performance analysis, we can show that
multipath routing can provide not only more secure routing
against eavesdropping, but also a higher throughput as more
multipaths are available.
Index Terms—Rate allocation, multipath routing, wireless
multihop networks, security, binary erasure channel (BEC).

I. I NTRODUCTION

P

ATH diversity has been investigated for routing to provide
various advantages. Traffic dispersion has been utilized
to alleviate the effects of traffic bursts and reduce queueing
delay and probability of packet loss [1]. Redundant dispersity
routing is studied in [2], [3] to mitigate delay and packet loss at
the cost of sending more data through the network. Multipath
routing for wireless multihop networks (e.g., wireless ad hoc
or mesh networks) has been extensively investigated as it can
be robust against failure of some wireless links (due to fading
or interference) and offer the flexibility for load balancing.
In [4], [5], multipath routing with maximally disjoint paths is
considered to prevent some nodes from being congested by
splitting traffics into multiple paths. In [6], multipath routing
is exploited for efficient and reliable video communications
over wireless multihop networks. While various multipath
routing protocols have been developed as an effective means
for reliable transmissions in wireless multihop networks (see
[7], [8] for comparison and the reference therein), there are
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also skeptical views on multipath routing. In [9], it is shown
that multipath routing could be less effective than single-path
routing unless the number of multipaths is sufficiently large.
Furthermore, it is pointed out in [10] that multipath routing
can suffer from the interference in wireless multihop networks
due to broadcasting nature of wireless communications.
Despite the skeptical views above, multipath routing is still
important to overcome the inherent unreliability of wireless
links in wireless multihop networks. Exploiting the notion of
diversity coding in [11], a robust multipath routing scheme that
transmits blocks of a coded packet through different disjoint
paths1 is proposed in [12]. The size of each block per path is
optimized to maximize the probability of successful transmission based on the binary erasure channel (BEC) modeling for
each path [12] [13].
Multipath routing could be more secure than single-path
routing to defend against intruders as intruders should need
more resources to disrupt data transmissions [14]. As discussed in [16], [15], the security issue is more serious in
wireless multihop networks. While most multipath routing
schemes consider malicious nodes which can stop or disrupt
communications in wireless multihop networks, in this paper, we study a different security issue where some nodes
become eavesdroppers in multipath routing. Eavesdropper
nodes2 (ENs) can behave normally and forward packets from
a source node (SN) to a destination node (DN). Thus, there is
no means to check whether or not some nodes on multipaths
are ENs, although each pair of SN and DN does not want
that ENs can succeed to decode the message from SN to
DN. Multipath routing is more secure than single-path routing
against eavesdropping as that against intruders’ attack in [14].
Although strong cryptographic protocols can be used, eavesdropping becomes easier as only one link along a single-path
is to be wiretapped in single-path routing. On the other hand,
for multipath routing, since more links are to be wiretapped
for eavesdropping, intruders need more resources and effort.
With three nodes (SN, DN, and EN), a security problem
can be formulated with a wiretap channel model to address
a fundamental security limit in terms of information theory
in [17]. In the context of wireless communications, recently,
information-theoretic security (ITS) has been extensively in1 We use the terms path (or multipath) and route interchangeably throughput
this paper.
2 A node whose incoming link is wiretapped becomes an EN without any
intention.
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vestigated (e.g., see [18] and references therein). It is noteworthy that we have a different assumption in this paper
from the conventional wireless wiretap channel model. In [18],
eavesdroppers are usually unknown receivers to SN (thus,
wiretap channels are also unknown) and the secure capacity is
of interest, while eavesdroppers are some of existing nodes in
multipath in this paper. Since the characteristics of the wireless
links between nodes are assumed to be known, we have
a different challenging problem: maximizing the throughput
from SN to DN by finding optimal rates to disjoint multiple
paths subject to a certain ITS constraint to ensure that any
EN(s) cannot decode a message from SN to DN successfully.
In order to characterize the wireless links between nodes, the
BEC model is employed as in [12], [13] and their erasure
error probabilities are assumed to be known for the throughput
optimization problem.
The main contribution of the paper is two-fold: i) BECbased modeling of wireless multihop networks is derived to
effectively employ ITS constraints; ii) a throughput maximization problem is formulated with ITS constraints and performance analysis is carried out for secure multipath routing.
We show that the throughput maximization problem is a
linear optimization problem that can be solved by standard
optimization techniques. Through performance analysis, it is
shown that multipath routing can provide not only more secure
routing against eavesdropping, but also a higher throughput as
more multipaths are available.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we review related work. Section III presents the system model
with some key properties of the multihop network where each
wireless link is modeled by erasure channels. Throughput
maximization problems with ITS constraints are derived in
Section IV. Performance analysis and numerical results are
presented in Sections V and VI, respectively. Finally, we
conclude the paper with some remarks in Section VII.

TABLE I
L IST OF S YMBOLS
K
Lk
Rin
Rout (R1 , . . . , RK )
Rk

k
k,l
rk
r
uk
ψ=

Rout (R1 ,...,RK )
Rin

β =1−
βk = 1 − k
βk,l = 1 − k,l
¯
αK,L (r)
ᾱK,L
I(a)
Pits (K, L)
ψeq
ψits

Defined in Section II
the number of disjoint multipaths
the number of links of the kth multipath
the input rate at source node
the output rate at destination node
the allocated input rate to the kth multipath
erasure probability
the erasure probability of the kth multipath
the erasure probability of the lth link of the
kth multipath
Defined in Section III
the normalized input rate to the kth multipath
the rate vector
the constraint vector of the kth multipath
throughput
Defined in Section IV
non-erasure probability
non-erasure probability of the kth path
non-erasure probability of the lth link of
the kth path
the maximum erasure probability
the probability of no ITS routing with
K multipaths and L wireless link per each
multipath for given rate allocation r
upper-bound on αK,L (r)
rate function
Defined in Section IV
probability of successful ITS routing
throughput with equal rate allocation
throughput with optimal rate allocation
with ITS constraint

rate to a path, the problems in [19] can be re-formulated using
the approach in this paper from an information-theoretic point
of view. However, this issue is not addressed in this paper and
will be considered as a further research issue.

II. R ELATED W ORK

III. S YSTEM M ODEL

Multipath routing has been investigated in terms of security
in the literature, e.g. [14], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23]. While
unreliable wireless links are considered in [19], [20], links
between nodes are assumed to be reliable to study multipath routing for improving security against eavesdropping or
attacking links in [14], [21], [22], [23]. Thus, the work in
the paper is more closely related to [19], [20]. In [19], with
wireless links of one of two states, good or bad, with a certain
probability, a routing problem is formulated to minimize the
maximum security risk by assigning optimal probabilities for
routes. In [20], it is proposed to distribute secure information
among several independent multipaths for a certain level of
security with redundancy. One of the key differences between
the proposed approach in this paper and the approaches in
[19], [20] is the channel model. As mentioned earlier, the
BEC model is adopted for wireless links and this allows
us to study secure multipath routing from an informationtheoretic point of view [18]. Another main difference is that
we can consider a stream of data packets so that an optimal
transmission rate can be decided to each path according to a
throughput maximization problem. If the probability of path
for routing in [19] is considered as a (average) transmission

For convenience, we list the symbols and notations used
in this paper as follows. The superscript T stands for the
transpose. The kth element of vector x is denoted by [x]k .
[A]l,k represents the (l, k)th element of a matrix A. A vector
of all 0’s is denoted by 0 and a vector of all 1’s is denoted
by 1. The statistical expectation is denoted by E[·] and Pr(A)
stands for the probability of a random event A. The symbol
⇔ is used for the biconditional of two statements. In addition,
the list of key symbols used in the paper is shown in Table I.
Throughout this paper, we assume that disjoint multipaths
have been built between a pair of SN to DN for multipath
routing. To characterize a wireless link between two connected
nodes with a certain unreliability due to impairments such as
fading and interference, we use the BEC model. Note that BEC
is also employed to model multipaths in [12]. In addition, in
[24], the BEC model for wireless links in wireless networks
is considered to find the capacity for multicasting. To allow
the rate allocation to multipaths, we will generalize the BEC
model in this section. Throughout this paper, we also assume
that coded packets are transmitted through multipaths as in
[12] using diversity coding in [11].
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Fig. 1. Binary erasure channel model (in the figure,  denotes the erasure
probability and ? denotes the erasure state).
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Fig. 2.

A network of 3 nodes with serial and parallel connections.

as the scalable erasure channel (SEC) of (R, ) throughout this
paper.

A. Multipath Routing
Suppose that there is a wireless multihop network consisting
of multiple nodes. We consider a pair of SN and DN with
multipath routing (throughout this paper, we only consider one
pair of SN and DN). It is assumed that there are K multipaths
from SN to DN and there is no common link between multiple
paths. That is, we have K disjoint multipaths from SN to DN.
SN can allocate different input transmission rates to multipaths
and the input transmission rate to the kth path is denoted by
Rk in bits per second (bps) per Hz
K(bps/Hz). Thus, the total
input transmission rate becomes k=1 Rk . For convenience,
K
denote by Rin =
k=1 Rk the input transmission rate. A
coded packet is divided into multiple subpackets, say N
subpackets. If Nk subpackets are transmitted through the kth
path, the allocated input rate to the kth path is
Nk
Rin ,
(1)
N
if the original coded packet is transmitted at a rate of Rin .
Since each wireless link is not reliable, there would be
subpacket losses. However, at DN, if we can have a sufficient
number of subpackets, we could decode and recover the
original message sent by SN. This approach is proposed in
[12].
Note that we only consider the case that a codeword (or
coded packet) of length N is divided into K sub-codewords
as in (1) in this paper. There could be other approaches to
transmit codewords with multipath routing. For example, a
codeword can be duplicated K times for K multipaths (i.e.,
the same codeword is transmitted through all the multipaths).
A different coding strategy for multipath routing could result
in a different rate allocation and ITS. Although we do not
investigate in this paper, it would be interesting to consider
optimal secure coding strategies with multipath routing in the
future.
Rk =

Property 1. Suppose that two links are serially connected. The
erasure probabilities of the first and second links are denoted
by 1 and 2 , respectively. Then, if the input transmission rate
is R to the first link, the serial composite link becomes a SEC
of (R, 1 − (1 − 1 )(1 − 2 )).
Property 2. Suppose that there are two parallel links between two nodes, where each link is a SEC of (Rn , n ),
n = 1, 2. Then, the parallel composite link is a SEC of
1
2
(R1 + R2 , R1R+R
1 + R1R+R
2 ).
2
2
Example 1. Consider a network shown in Fig. 2. Based on
Property 2, we can see that the parallel composite link from
node B and C becomes a SEC of (R2 + R3 , BC ), where
2
3
BC = R2R+R
2 + R2R+R
3 ). The composite link from node
3
3
A and C is now a serial composite link. Based on Property 1,
it becomes a SEC of (R1 , 1 − (1 − 1 )(1 − BC )).
As shown above, any path consisting of (combinations of)
parallel and serial connections can be represented as a path
consisting of a certain number of serially connected wireless
links based on the SEC model. Thus, throughout the paper,
we have the following assumption.
L1) There are K disjoint multipaths from SN and DN and the
kth path from SN to DN consists of serially connected
Lk wireless links.
Property 3. Suppose that there are K disjoint multipaths from
SN to DN and each link within the network is modeled as
a SEC. The input transmission rate to the kth path is Rk
from SN. Then, each path becomes a SEC and the erasure
probability
of the kth path can be expressed as k = 1 −
Lk
(1−
), where k,q is the erasure probability of the qth
k,q
q=1
wireless link of the kth path. The
link from
Koverall composite
K
SN to DN becomes a SEC of ( k=1 Rk , k=1 KRk R k ).
q=1

B. BEC Modeling for Multipaths in Multihop Networks
Each wireless link is characterized or modeled by BEC
with the associated erasure probability as shown in Fig. 1.
For binary input, the channel capacity or spectral efficiency
of this wireless link is 1−, where  is the erasure probability.
Suppose that the input transmission rate can be arbitrary. For
an input transmission rate of R, if the output transmission
rate becomes R(1 − ) (in bps/Hz), where  is the erasure
probability per bit, this wireless link with BEC modeling can
be characterized by two parameters, (R, ) and is referred to

q

As a consequence of Property 3, we can find the output
transmission rate, denoted by Rout (R1 , . . . , RK ), which is a
function of R1 , . . . , RK , as follows:


K

Rk
k , (2)
Rout (R1 , . . . , RK ) = Rin 1 −
K
q=1 Rq
k=1
K
where k=1 Rk = Rin . If the code rate for coded packets
is less than Rout (R1 , . . . , RK )/Rin , we can assume that the
coded packets can be successfully decoded at DN. In [12],
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the maximization of the successful transmission probability is
considered by optimizing rates3 to multipaths.

SN

DN

Rk (1 − k,1 )

IV. T HROUGHPUT M AXIMIZATION BY R ATE A LLOCATION
WITH ITS C ONSTRAINTS
In this section, we discuss throughput maximization problems with ITS constraints to find optimal rates to multipaths.
It is assumed that any node in the multipaths can be an
eavesdropper to derive ITS constraints. ITS constraints can
also be generalized if multiple nodes are cooperative to decode
the message from SN as a group of cooperative eavesdroppers.
A. Problem Formulation
We can find the input transmission rates to K multipaths to
maximize the total output transmission rate. For example, we
can formulate the following optimization problem to maximize
the output transmission rate:
∗
{R1∗ , . . . , RK
}

= arg

max

Rk ,k=1,2,...,K

Rout (R1 , . . . , RK )

subject to

K


Rk ≤ Rin .

(3)

k=1

Using Property 3, this problem could be easily solved using
an inequality derived from (2) as follows:


K

Rk
Rout (R1 , . . . , RK ) = Rin 1 −
k
K
q=1 Rq
k=1


≤ R̄out = Rin (1 − min k ).
k

(4)

The upper-bound on Rout (R1 , . . . , RK ) in (4) can be achieved
by choosing a single path (among K multipaths) that is the
path of the lowest erasure probability, mink k . From this, we
can see that the optimal solution of the problem in (3) is given
by

Rin , if k = k ∗ = arg minq q ;
Rk∗ =
(5)
0,
otherwise.
That is,
max

R1 +···+RK ≤Rin

Rout (R1 , . . . , RK )

= Rout (0, . . . , 0, Rk∗ = Rin , 0, . . . , 0) = R̄out .
If the code rate is decided to be less than R̄out /Rin = 1 − k∗ ,
coded packets transmitted through the k ∗ th path can be
reliably decoded at DN. In general, as K increases (i.e.,
more multipaths are available), the output transmission rate
could increase and this gain is called multiroute path selection
(MRPS) diversity gain [25] [26]. A similar approach can also
be found in a multiuser wireless system where the user who
has the best channel is chosen to access a common channel
[27].
Although the solution in (5) can maximize the output
transmission rate, this solution could be vulnerable to eavesdropping. Suppose that a node on the k ∗ th path becomes an
EN, say the qth node. Since the output transmission rate from
3 In

[12], a packet is divided into multiple blocks and these blocks are
transmitted through multipaths. In our context, the numbers of blocks for
each path are actually equivalent to the transmission rates for each path.

Rk (1 − k,1 )(1 − k,2 )
Rk (1 − k,1 ) · · · (1 − k,Lk )
Fig. 3. The channel capacity for a serially connected path (as the first node
has the highest capacity among all the nodes on the path, this node becomes
the best node to be the EN).

SN to this EN is higher than or equal to that from SN to DN
as
Rin

q
L
k∗


(1−k∗ ,l ) ≥ R̄out = Rin
(1−k∗ ,l ), for all q ≤ Lk ,
l=1

l=1

this EN can successfully decode the signal from SN. This
confirms that single-path routing is not preferable in terms of
ITS.
In multipath routing, we may not be able to know which
node is an EN. Thus, it would be the best to consider the
worst case. As illustrated in Fig. 3, the first node on any path
can achieve the highest output transmission rate among all the
nodes on the path, because
(1 − k,1 ) ≥

q

(1 − k,l ), 1 ≤ q ≤ Lk .
l=1

If an EN is closer to the SN, it can receive less degaded signals
and better chance to decode coded signals successfully. Thus,
as the worst case, we can assume that an EN is the first node
on a path, although it may not be true. Under this assumption,
ITS routing can be considered and it can be secure even if
the eavesdropper is the first node on a path (the worst case).
Furthermore, if the eavesdropper’s location is known, we can
simply exclude the path where the eavesdropper presents.
Otherwise, we need to consider the worst case and distribute
traffics to multipaths according to optimal rates to keep a
certain level of security which results from ITS constraints.
Consequently, we assume that the first nodes on multipaths
are potential ENs throughout this paper (while the multipaths
where the eavesdropers present, if any, are excluded). To avoid
successful decoding by any EN, ITS constraints need to be
included in the output rate maximization problem for secure
transmission from SN to DN.
If a rate allocation of (R1 , . . . , RK ) satisfies
max Rk (1 − k,1 ) < Rout (R1 , . . . , RK ),
k

(6)

this rate allocation is called information-theoretic secure. For
a given set of multipaths, if there exists a rate allocation that
is information-theoretic secure, this multipath routing is called
ITS routing in this paper.
For convenience, define the (normalized) throughput as
K

ψ=


Rout (R1 , . . . , RK )
=1−
rk k ,
Rin
k=1

(7)
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where rk = KRk R is the normalized (input) rate to the
q
q=1
kth path. Clearly, ψ becomes the throughput of a given set of
multipaths from SN and DN when Rin = 1. For convenience,
we normalize the input transmission rate to be unity (in this
case, Rk = rk for all k). To make clear that ψ is a function
of the rk ’s, it will be denoted by ψ(r1 , r2 , . . . , rK ) hereafter.
The throughput maximization problem with ITS constraints is
given by
∗
{r1∗ , r2∗ , . . .⎧
, rK
} = arg max{r1 ,r2 ,...,rK } ψ(r1 , r2 , . . . , rK )
K
⎨
= 1;
k=1 rk
subject to
(8)
maxk rk (1 − k,1 ) < ψ(r1 , r2 , . . . , rK );
⎩
≥ 0, k = 1, 2, . . . , K.
rk

The first constraint results from the rate normalization. The
second constraint is the ITS constraint from (6), and the third
constraint makes sure that the rates are non-negative.
Let r = [r1 r2 . . . rK ]T and

1 − k,1 + k , if q = k;
[uk ]q =
(9)
q ;
otherwise.
We can now formulate the problem in (8) as a linear optimization problem.
Problem 1. The problem in (8) becomes the following linear
optimization problem:
T
r∗ = arg
rc r
⎧min
⎨ 1T r = 1
UT r < 1
subject to
⎩
r
≥0

(10)

B. Generalization with Multiple Cooperative ENs
Suppose that there are multiple cooperative ENs, say m
ENs. To efficiently decode the message from SN, multiple ENs
should be cooperative and distributed over m paths. Thus, in
this subsection, we assume that there are m paths on which
the first nodes are ENs. However, it is assumed that these m
paths are not known to SN.
Consider a set of m ENs that collaborate to decode the
message from the SN. Define the set of the indexes of m
different multipaths as

Mm = |Im | =

(11)

In (10), the inequality between vectors is componentwise
inequality. It is straightforward to show that cT r = 1 −
ψ(r1 , . . . , rK ). Each element of the second constraint, i.e.
UT r < 1, is given by
uT
k r < 1, k = 1, 2, . . . , K.
It can be shown that
< 1 ⇔ rk (1 − k,1 ) < ψ(r1 , . . . , rK ).

Therefore, the second constraint in (8) is equivalent to the
second constraint in (10). That is,
max rk (1 − k,1 ) < ψ(r1 , . . . , rK ) ⇔ UT r < 1.
k

This shows that the optimization problem in (8) is equivalent
to that in (10).
Note that the strict inequality in UT r < 1 can be relaxed as
T
U r ≤ 1 in a linear solver. In this case, UT r ≤ 1 is referred
to as the relaxed ITS constraint.
Example 2. Suppose that K = 2 and Lk = 3 for all k. Let
1,l = 0.1 and 2,l = 0.15. Then, we have 1 = 0.271 and
2 = 0.3859. Using the linear programming, we can find the
solution as follows:
r∗ = [0.7822 0.2178]T.

Note that the ITS is different from that used in [18] where
a strict information security is imposed. Clearly, a different
information security requirment results in a different ITS
constraint and needs to be further studied in the future.

Then, we can show that

c = [1 2 . . . K ]T

uT
kr

The throughput is ψ(r1∗ , r2∗ ) = 0.704. Since r1∗ (1 − 1,1 ) =
0.704 ≤ ψ(r1∗ , r2∗ ) and r2∗ (1 − 2,1 ) = 0.196 < ψ(r1∗ , r2∗ ), we
can see that the (relaxed) ITS constraint is satisfied. To keep
the ITS constraint strict in the above example, the optimality
can be sacrificed. For example, we can set r1 = 0.78 and
r2 = 0.22. That is, the rate to the second path increases to
keep the ITS constraint strictly. As a result, we have r1 (1 −
1,1 ) = 0.702 < ψ(r1 , r2 ) = 0.7037 and r2 (1 − 2,1 ) =
0.1870 < ψ(r1 , r2 ) = 0.7037. Thus, if the first node of the
firth path is an EN, it fails to decode the coded packet as its
output rate is 0.702. Since the other nodes have lower output
rates, they all fail to decode successfully.

Im = {(k1 , k2 , . . . , km ) : kp = kq , for all p = q}.

where
U = [u1 u2 . . . uK ].

5

K
m

.

Denote by μm (i) the ith element of Im . Clearly, μm (i) is an
index set for m multipaths. Furthermore, denote by μm
j (i)
the index for the jth path on μm (i). That is, μm (i) =
m
m
(μm
1 (i), μ2 (i), . . . , μm (i)). With m cooperative ENs, the ITS
constraint becomes
m



m (i)
m (i),1
max
1
−

< ψ(r1 , r2 , . . . , rK ).
r
μ
μ
j
j
m
μ (i)∈Im

j=1

(12)
If a rate allocation satisfies (12), it is called informationtheoretic secure with m ENs.
To build a linear optimization problem with the ITS constraint in (12), define (13). Then, we can generalize the
throughput maximization problem in (10) with m cooperative
ENs as follows.
Problem 2. The throughput maximization problem when there
are m cooperative ENs becomes the following linear optimization problem:
T
r∗ = arg
rc r
⎧ min
T
=1
⎨ 1 r
UT
subject to
(m) r < 1
⎩
r
≥ 0,

(14)

where
U(m) = [u(m),1 u(m),2 . . . u(m),Mm ].

(15)
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[u(m),i ]q =

+ μm
, if q = μm
1 − μm
j (i), j = 1, 2, . . . , m;
j (i),1
j (i)
q ;
otherwise.

By including more constraints as shown in (14), we can find
the optimal rate allocation for multipath routing when there are
multiple cooperative ENs. However, the linear programming
does not scale well with m because the number of constraints
grows quickly with m and a feasible solution may not exist
for a large m. It is noteworthy that the optimal rate vector r∗
is obtained without knowing the location of ENs by taking
into account the worst case as discussed earlier.
V. P ERFORMANCE A NALYSIS
It is certainly desirable to understand the performance of
the rate allocation from the throughput maximization problem
with ITS constraints under realistic environments. For example, there could be interference between the wireless links if
they share a common channel (i.e., multiple access channels).
Furthermore, the erasure probability could be determined in
a different way for each wireless link. Unfortunately, these
practical aspects may not allow simple and intuitive analysis
for the performance of the rate allocation developed in Section IV. Thus, for tractable analysis, we consider the following
symmetric assumptions:
A1) Assume that the erasure event of each wireless link is
independent and the erasure probability is the same and
denoted by .
A2) Assume that Lk = L for all the paths.
Under A1) and A2), the throughput is given by
ψ(r1 , r2 , . . . , rK ) = 1 −

K


rq (1 − β L ),

(16)

q=1

K
where β = 1 − . From this and q=1 rq = 1, with one EN
(i.e., m = 1), the ITS constraint becomes
max rk β < ψ(r1 , r2 , . . . , rK ) = β L .
k

(17)

The throughput maximization problem reduces to
minr cT r =  minr 1T r
subject to 1T r = 1, r < β L−1 1.

(18)

(13)

A general result with m cooperative ENs with the equal
rate allocation can be given as follows.
Theorem 1. Under the symmetric conditions in A1) and A2),
if there are m cooperative ENs, the equal rate allocation (i.e.,
rk∗ = 1/K for all k) becomes an optimal solution when the
following condition is satisfied:
 < ¯ = 1 −

1
 m  L−1

K

.

(20)

Proof: Under the symmetric conditions in A1) and A2),
1
the optimal rate is rk∗ = K
. Then, for the ITS constraint, from
(17), we have the following inequality:
m
β < βL.
K
Then, it follows
m
< β L−1 = (1 − )L−1 .
K

(21)

From this inequality, the upper-bound on  in (20) can be
obtained. This completes the proof.
The condition in (20) can also be used as a sufficient
condition for ITS routing when the erasure probabilities are
different. It can be shown that if
1
 m  L−1
max k < ¯ = 1 −
,
k
K
the multipath routing can be ITS routing.
From (21), we can show that
K>

m
.
(1 − )L−1

This implies that the number of multipaths, K, should grow
linearly as m increases when  and L are fixed for ITS routing.
In addition, K needs to grow exponentially with L for fixed 
and m. Note that the throughput decreases exponentially with
L as ψ = β L = (1 − )L from (16).
So far, we have considered the rate allocation when the
erasure probabilities are known. If the erasure probabilities are
not known, we are unable to find the optimal rate allocation as
in (14). In this case, with a suboptimal rate allocation, which
is the equal rate allocation, we are interested in finding the
probability that the multipath routing with equal rate allocation
is ITS routing or no ITS routing. To find this probability, we
consider the following assumption.

For any r satisfying 1T r = 1, we have cT r =  and it
can be an optimal solution (there could be infinitely many
optimal solutions). For example, if a feasible solution exists,
the following rate allocation becomes an optimal solution:
1
rk∗ = , k = 1, 2, . . . , K.
(19)
K
This shows that the equal rate allocation is optimal under the
symmetric conditions (i.e., A1) and A2)) and this solution A1 ) Assume that the erasure event of each wireless link is
1
is valid if rk∗ = K
< (1 − )L−1 . Thus, for the equal rate
independent and the erasure probability of each wireless
allocation, we can derive the following condition for :
link, k,l , is independent and identically distributed (iid).
1
For convenience, let F (x) = Pr(βk,l ≤ x), where βk,l =
<1−
.
1
1 − k,l .
L−1
K
As mentioned earlier, there are also other optimal solutions.
We assume that there is one EN, i.e., m = 1, for further
However, since the equal rate allocation is easy to analyze, analysis. For convenience, denote by αK,L (r) the probability
we focus on it in the rest of the section.
of no ITS routing with K multipaths and L wireless link per
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each multipath for given rate allocation r. With a single EN,
we have


K
L


αK,L (r) = Pr max rk βk,1 > 1 −
rk (1 −
βk,l ) .
k

k=1

l=1

(22)

Let
ᾱK,L = min αK,L (r).
r

Since the equal rate allocation is suboptimal, we have the
following upper bound on ᾱK,L :


K 
L

(eq)
(23)
ᾱK,L ≤ ᾱK,L = Pr max βk,1 >
βk,l .
k

(eq)

lim ᾱK,L = 0.

(24)

K→∞

Proof: Let ck,L = e−(L−1)vk,L , where vk,L
L
l=2 log βk,l . Then, from (23), we can show that

=

1
− L−1

(eq)

ᾱK,L = Pr(max βk,1 >

≤ Pr

k

K


(eq)

lim ᾱK,L = 0.

K,L→∞


.

(25)

Proof: See Appendix A.
The result in Theorem 3 shows that the multipath routing
with equal rate allocation could be ITS routing when both K
and L approach infinity. In order the multipath routing to be
ITS routing, as shown in (29), K should grow faster than L,
in particularly, K should grow exponentially with L.
Note that the rate function of a random variable, X, is
defined as [29]
I(a) = sup(sa − log E[esX ]).
s≥0

(26)

Furthermore, since F (0) = 0, ck,L > 0 w.p. 1 for a finite L.
Thus,
(eq)
lim ᾱK,L ≤ 0.
(27)
K→∞

This completes the proof.
The result in Theorem 2 shows that the equal rate allocation
for the multipath routing becomes information-theoretic secure
if the number of multipaths approaches infinity when the
number of nodes on paths, L, is fixed and finite. This is a
natural consequence as the output transmission rate to any EN
on a path approaches 0 when the input transmission rate per
path, say Rk , approaches 0 for K → ∞. with a finite input rate
Rin < ∞. However, if L also increases when K increases, it
is not clear whether or not the multipath routing could be ITS
routing. (Note that when L increases, it is necessary that the
input transmission rate, Rin also increases so that the output
transmission rate does not go to zero.) Therefore, we need to
consider the probability of no ITS routing for the case where
both K and L increase.
Theorem 3. Suppose that A1 ) and A2) hold. Let Yk,l =
− log βk,l . Under A1 ), Yk,l becomes iid. Denote by I(a) and
μ the rate function and mean of Yk,l , respectively. If i) there
exists a > μ satisfies
μ < I(a)
(28)
and ii) K and L approach infinity such as
K
= c > 0,
K,L→∞ eLη

(31)

We present an example where the condition in (28) holds as
follows.
Example 3. Suppose that

0, w.p. p0 ;
k,l =
¯, w.p. 1 − p0 ,

I(a) = max a −
s≥0

According to [28], since E[βk,1 ] ≤ 1 < ∞, it follows that
maxk βk,1
= 0 w.p.1.
lim K
K→∞
k=1 βk,1

(30)

where 0 < ¯ < 1 and 0 < p0 < 1. Then, we have
1
.
μ = E[− log(1 − k,l )] = (1 − p0 ) log
1 − ¯
Furthermore,

ck,L βk,1 )

k=1

maxk βk,1
> min ck,L
K
k
k=1 βk,1

lim

where c is a finite constant and η ∈ (μ, I(a)), we have

k=1 l=1

Theorem 2. Suppose that F (0) = 0. For a fixed and finite L,
under A1 ) and A2), we have

7

(29)

1
1
s + log
.
1 − ¯
1 − p0

1
Thus, if a > 1−¯
 , I(a) = ∞. From this, we can easily verify
1
that there exists η ∈ (μ, I(a)) for a > 1−¯
 ≥ μ.

VI. N UMERICAL R ESULTS
In this section, we consider three different routing schemes:
the optimal single-path routing (that maximizes the throughput), the multipath routing with equal rate allocation, and
the proposed optimal multipath routing with ITS constraints.
To find the optimal solution, we use a MATLAB function,
linprog.m as an optimizer. For simulations, the erasure probabilities for wireless link are randomly generated for each run
according to the following uniform distribution:
 1
max , 0 ≤ k,l < max ;
f (k,l ) =
0,
max ≤ k,l ≤ 1,
where 0 < max ≤ 1 is the maximum erasure probability. In
order to find the throughput and probability of no ITS routing,
average values of 4000 runs are used.
The throughput of the optimal single-path routing based on
MRPS is denoted by ψmrps = R̄out /Rin according to (4). In
addition, the throughputs of the multipath routing with equal
rate allocation and the proposed optimal multipath routing
with the ITS constraint are given by
1
1 1
, ,...,
;
K K
K
∗
= ψ (r1∗ , r2∗ , . . . , rK
),

ψeq = ψ
ψits

respectively. Note that the solution of the optimal rate allocation for ITS routing may not exist. In this case, we have the
equal rate allocation. Thus, we have
ψmrps ≥ ψits ≥ ψeq .

(32)
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Fig. 4. Probability of successful ITS routing and throughputs for various
values of the maximum erasure probability with one EN (i.e., m = 1) when
K = L = 4: (a) Probability of successful ITS routing; (b) Throughputs of
various rate allocations.

Fig. 5. Probability of successful ITS routing and throughputs for various
values of L with one EN (i.e., m = 1) when K = 4 and max = 0.5:
(a) Probability of successful ITS routing; (b) Throughputs of various rate
allocations.

It is noteworthy that as mentioned earlier, MRPS can provide
the best throughput, but it is vulnerable to eavesdropping as an
eavesdropper that is a node on the selected path can decode the
message from SN to DN. Therefore, although the throughput
can be lower, it would be secure to employ ITS routing.
Together with the throughput, we are also interested in the
probability of successful ITS routing, which is denoted by
Pits (K, L). Clearly, from (22), we have

higher than that of multipath routing with equal rate allocation,
ψeq , due to the throughput maximization.
Fig. 5 shows Pits (K, L) and the throughputs for various
values of L when K = 4, m = 1, and the maximum
erasure probability is max = 0.5. For a fixed K, the paths
become less reliable as L increases. From this, we can see
that the throughput and Pits (K, L) decrease with L. Note
that, as mentioned earlier, in the optimal rate allocation for
ITS routing, if the solution does not exist, we assume that the
equal rate allocation is used. Thus, as Pits (K, L) approaches
0, ψits approaches ψeq . This behavior is seen in both Figs. 4
(b) and 5 (b).
It is expected that the probability of no ITS routing decreases with K when L is fixed through Theorem 2. In other
words, Pits (K, L) increases with K. Furthermore, as more
multipaths are available, the throughput should also increase
with K. In Fig. 6, we present Pits (K, L) and the throughputs
for various values of K when L = 4, m = 1, and the
maximum erasure probability is max = 1. As expected, the
throughput is improved for a large K as shown in Fig. 6

Pits (K, L) = 1 − αK,L (r∗ ).
Fig. 4 shows Pits (K, L) and the throughputs when K =
L = 4 and m = 1 for various values of the maximum erasure
probability, max . As max increases, the reliability of wireless
link decreases. This results in the decrease of the throughputs
with max for all routing schemes. As max approaches 1, there
would be more cases where the optimal rate allocation for ITS
routing does not exist. Thus, Pits (K, L) decreases with max
as shown in Fig. 4 (a). As expected, Fig. 4 (b) shows that the
throughput of ITS routing is lower than that of MRPS at the
cost of secure transmissions. The throughput of ITS routing is
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Fig. 6. Probability of successful ITS routing and throughputs for various
values of K with one EN (i.e., m = 1) when L = 4 and max = 1: (a)
Probability of ITS routing; (b) Throughputs of various rate allocations.

Fig. 7. Probability of successful ITS routing and throughputs for various
values of m when K = 10 and L = 4 and max = 0.5: (a) Probability of
ITS successful routing; (b) Throughputs of various rate allocations.

(b) except for the multipath routing with equal rate allocation.
Since the throughput is normalized, it will not increase with K
for the equal rate allocation as the transmission rate per each
path decreases. However, for the optimal single-path routing
based on MRPS, the throughput of the best route (that can
have the highest throughput among all the possible routes)
increases with the number of multipaths, thanks to the MRPS
diversity gain [25]. The MRPS diversity gain can also be
observed in multipath routing when the optimal rate allocation
is used. In Fig. 6 (b), we can see that ψits also increases with
K. From this, we can conclude that the proposed throughput
maximization with ITS constraints can provide not only a
higher probability of ITS routing, but also a higher throughput
as more multipaths are available.
Fig. 7 shows the impact of the number of cooperative ENs,
m, where Pits (K, L) and the throughputs for various values of
m are presented when K = 10 and L = 4, and the maximum
erasure probability is max = 0.5. We can see that Pits (K, L)
and ψits decrease with m as it is more difficult to find the
optimal rate allocation for ITS routing for a larger m. If the

ITS constraint is not used, the throughput should remain the
same regardless the value of m. Thus, ψmrps and ψeq become
invariant with respect to m as shown in Fig. 7 (b).
VII. C ONCLUDING R EMARKS
In this paper, we studied multipath routing with the SEC
modeling for each wireless link in wireless multihop networks.
Adopting the notion of ITS, we formulated a throughput
maximization problem with ITS constraints as a linear optimization problem to assign optimal rates to multipaths which
can be found by solving the linear optimization problem.
Coded packets can be divided to transmit over multipaths
according to the optimal rates, which results in ITS routing.
Although the throughput of ITS routing is lower than that of
MRPS which is the maximum ouput transmission rate without
ITS constraints, it is more secure against eavesdropping.
We studied performance analysis in order to understand ITS
routing. It was shown that the equal rate allocation (where all
multipaths of an equal transmission rate are used) becomes
optimal under symmetric conditions. Asymptotic behaviors
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of the multipath routing with equal rate allocation had been
analyzed for a large number of multipaths. We observed that
the optimal rate allocation for ITS routing can provide not
only a higher probability of ITS routing, but also a higher
throughput as more multipaths are available.
Simulation results showed that the throughput and probability of ITS routing increase with the number of multipaths, K,
and decrease with the length of multipaths, L. Furthermore,
it was shown that the probability of ITS routing rapidly
decreases with the number of potential eavesdropping nodes.
Various problems related to the modeling for wireless links
in multihop networks and security issues remain open. For
example, the interference between two wireless links closely
located should be taken into account. The ITS constraint could
be relaxed if the locations of ENs are known or the probability
that a node is EN is known.




L−1
. We
β
z
Next, we focus on Pr maxk βk,1 > K
k,1
k=1
can show that


Pr max βk,1 >
k

K


βk,1 z L−1

= Pr max βk,1 > φK Kz L−1 ,
k

k=1

where φK =
that

K

k=1

K

(38)
βk,1

. Since βk,l are iid, it can be shown


maxk βk,1
> Kz L−1
φK

maxk βk,1
L−1
|φK − φ| ≤ δ Pr(|φK − φ| ≤ δ)
> Kz
= Pr
φK

maxk βk,1
L−1
|φK − φ| > δ Pr(|φK − φ| > δ)
+ Pr
> Kz
φK

Pr

≤ Pr max βk,1 > Kz L−1 (φ − δ) Pr(|φK − φ| ≤ δ)
k

+ Pr(|φK − φ| > δ)

A PPENDIX
A PPENDIX A: P ROOF OF T HEOREM 3
L
Define the following event: A = { l=2 βk,l ≥ z L−1 , ∀k}
for a constant 0 < z < 1. Thus, we have


(eq)
ᾱK,L

= Pr max βk,1 >


k

≤ Pr max βk,1 >


k

K


k

L


k=1

l=2

K


L


k=1

≤ Pr max βk,1 >

βk,1

K


βk,1

βk,l
βk,l

A Pr(A) + Pr(A )

l=2

βk,1 z L

K
K
< (L−1)μ .
(40)
e(L−1)a
e
If K and L approach infinity according to (29), we have
Kz L−1 =

K,L→∞

K
eLI(a)
K

lim

K,L→∞ e(L−1)μ

Pr(A) + Pr(Ac ),

(33)

= c1 = 0;
=





l=2

= 0.

(41)

Noting that, as K → ∞,

(eq)

lim ᾱK,L = 0.

for a > μ, where I(a) is the rate function of Yk,l . Thus, when
a > μ, we have
K

Pr(A) = 1 − e−(L−1)I(a)
,
(35)
for a large L. From this, if
(36)

where c1 is a constant, we can show that
Pr(A) = e−c1 .

maxk βk,1
> Kz L−1
φK

K,L→∞

l=2

lim

Pr

in (39), we can conclude that

l=2

K,L→∞

lim

K,L→∞

Pr(|φK − φ| ≤ δ) → 1

where Yk,l = − log βk,l and a = − log z. If L is sufficiently
large, using large deviations [29], it can be given by


L
1 
Pr
Yk,l > a = e−(L−1)I(a) ,
(34)
L−1

K
K
= lim
= c1
e(L−1)I(a) K,L→∞ eLI(a)

lim Pr(A) = 1;

K,L→∞

Pr(|φK − φ| > δ) → 0

K
L
1 
= Pr
Yk,l ≤ a
L−1
l=2


K
L
1 
= 1 − Pr
Yk,l > a
,
L−1

K,L→∞

K
= 0.
K,L→∞ eLμ
lim

This implies that

k=1

where Ac denotes the complement set of A.
First, let us focus on Pr(A). Since βk,l is iid, we have
 L
K

L−1
Pr(A) = Pr
βk,l ≥ z

lim

for 0 < δ < 1, where φ = E[βk,l ]. Since a = − log z and
a > μ, we have

lim

c

(39)

(37)

(42)

This completes the proof.
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